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ABSTRACT 
The paper is concerned with closures and convexifications of nonlinear superposition operators 
generated by multi-valued functions f: .Q x Pm + 9’(P) between ideal spaces (Banach lattices) of 
vector functions. 
In two previous papers [2], [3] we studied boundedness and continuity prop- 
erties of nonlinear superposition operators generated by multi-valued functions 
(“multis”) in ideal spaces of vector functions. To this end, we had to impose 
rather restrictive (though natural) conditions on the values of the given multi 
f, as well as on the domain of definition of the corresponding operator NJ. As 
a matter of fact, such conditions are not satisfied in some applications, say, to 
nonlinear problems of hysteresis or relay type (see, e.g., Chapter 5 in the book 
[9]). In this case it is useful to pass from the given nonlinearity f to some exten- 
sion g which both takes values in a “nicer” class of sets and generates an 
operator Ng with “nicer” analytical properties. In this paper, this will be car- 
ried out for the three most important types of extensions, namely strong 
closures, weak closures, and convexifications. Apart from trivial cases, these 
extensions are always multi-valued, even if the nonlinearity in the original prob- 
lem is single-valued, and thus motivate the need of studying multis in nonlinear 
analysis. 
Some results in this spirit may be found in the above-mentioned book [9]; 
they refer, however, only to the quite special case of Lebesgue spaces. The recent 
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paper [l] contains some results on the convexification and strong closure of 
Caratheodory multis between ideal spaces of scalar functions. Here we give a 
rather complete discussion of the convexification and both the strong and weak 
closure of general multis between ideal spaces of vector functions. 
1. IDEAL SPACES AND MEASURABLE MULTIS 
Given a metric linear space V, we write 9(V) (resp. Cl(V), (Y(V), Cp(V), 
Cv(V)) for the class of all (resp. all closed, weakly closed, compact, convex) 
non-empty subsets of I/. Let Q be an arbitrary non-empty set, & some 
a-algebra of subsets of Q, 1-1 a complete nonnegative a-finite and countably 
additive measure on A, and ,u.+ some normalized measure on & which is 
equivalent o p. As in [3], we denote by S(Q, Rk) the complete metric space of 
all (classes of) measurable functions on 52 with values in Rk, equipped with the 
metric induced by convergence in measure (see e.g. [7]). A multi v, : $2 -+ sl(lRk) 
is called r-measurable if its graph T(p) = {(s, U) : s E 8, u E p(s)} belongs, up to 
some null set NC Q, to &@ Sk, the minimal product algebra generated by 
the sets ME& and the Bore1 subsets B of Rk. In case u,: Q+ Cl(lRk), 
r-measurability of rp is equivalent to other notions of measurability, such as 
Castaing measurability (see [6], [S]). 
Letf : S2 x Rm -+ 9(P) be a given multi. As above, f is called r-measurable if 
(1) r(f)= {(s,u,o):sESZ,uEIR”,oEf(s,u)}E~ olBB,+., 
again up to some null set NCQ. Applying f to a (single-valued) function 
x E S(Q, lRm), we get a multi 
(2) Ws) = f (s, x(s)) 
on 52; if this multi is r-measurable for any XE S(Q, IR”), we call f sup-r- 
measurable. In this case, we may define the superposition operator (or 
Nemytskij operator) Nr by 
(3) Nf(x) = { y : y E S(G?, R”), y(s) E Fx(s) for almost all s E Q}, 
i.e. NY(x) is the set of all measurable selections of the multi (2). It is interesting 
to note that r-measurability and sup-r-measurability are independent concepts 
(even for single-valued f), i.e. none of these implies the other. An important 
class of multis, however, which are both r-measurable and sup-r-measurable, 
is that of CarathPodory m&is; this means that f(s, ’ ) : IR” + Cl(F) is con- 
tinuous (with respect o the Hausdorff metric on Cl(V)) for almost all SEQ, 
and f( . , u): Q + Cl(lR”) is r-measurable for all u E Rm. 
A Banach space xCs(l& Wk) with norm (I- 11 x is called ideal space if the 
relations x E X and 8 E L,(Q, R) imply that also 0x E X and 11 Oxllxs II 0 IIL, llxllx. 
In the scalar case k= 1, this simply means that, for any XE X, all functions 
y E S(Q, R) with 1 y J I Ix 1 also belong to X [ 141, [151. The vector support supp, 
of an ideal space X is, by definition, the minimal r-measurable multi on 52 such 
that x(s)~supp~(s) for any XEX [lo], [ll]. In the scalar case k= 1 we have 
suPP,(s) = {&+lpx(s): --03<A<m1, 
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where suppX denotes the usual support [14] of the space X, and x0 is the 
characteristic function of DE A. 
In every ideal space XC S(Q, lRk) there exist r-measurable multis @ : Q -+ 
Cl Cv(lRk) such that the values G(s) are balanced subsets of IRk, and every 
measurable selection 0 of @ belongs to the unit ball B,(X) of X, such multis 
are called units in X [lo], [ 111. Let 
(4) eo(s,u) = inf{I:A>O,uEA@(,s)} 
denote the corresponding Minkowski functional of Q(s). We associate two 
spaces M(Q) and L(D) with the unit @ which consist of all functions XE 
S(s2, @) for which the norms 
(5) 
and 
llxll M(Q) = ess supssR e&x(~)) 
respectively, are finite. These spaces are “extremal” with respect to the ideal 
space X in the sense that 
(7) M(@)CXGL(@) 
(continuous. imbeddings). In the scalar case k= 1 a unit is, of course, just a 
positive (single-valued) function @ E S(Q, fR) such that supp @ = supp X, we have 
then 
for almost all s E 9. If Q is a bounded domain in Euclidean space, say, we may 
put G(s)= 1 and get the usual spaces L, and L, for (5) and (6), respectively. 
2. STRONG CLOSURES 
Let X and Y be two Banach spaces, and let N: X+ P(Y) be an arbitrary 
nonlinear multi-valued operator between X and Y. Recall (see e.g. [5]) that N 
is called closed if the graph T(N) of N is a closed subset of XX Y, and locally 
compact if for every point x0 E X one can find r= r(xo) > 0 such that the set 
N(xo + B,(X)) = u {N(x) : Ilx - xo II 5 r> 
is precompact in Y. It is remarkable that a closed and locally compact multi is 
always upper semi-continuous. 
Obviously, every closed multi takes only closed values; the converse is not 
true. 
Given N: X+ 9(Y), we put 
(8) I = n {Y:YEN(x)+~, IIX-XollxSE, lizllrls] 
&,6>0 
and call iV the (strong) closure of N. The notation IVis justified by the fact that 
r(N) =T(N); in particular, m= N if and only if N is a closed operator. 
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Suppose now that XCs(Q, lRm) and YCS(Q, lR”) are two ideal spaces, and 
N= Nf is the superposition operator (3) generated by some r-measurable multi 
f : l.2 x R” -+ Y(lR”). The question arises whether or not the closure N;. of Nf is 
again a superposition operator Ng, and, if so, which is the generating multi g. 
It would also be interesting to know to what extent the multi g depends on the 
spaces X and Y. If Nf acts between two ideal spaces, these questions admit a 
complete answer. 
For fixed se E Q, we define the closure of the multi f(so, . ) : Rm -+ 9(R”) by 
(9) ~(~e,~e)= n {u:oEf(SO,U)+h,jU--UgIIE,IhIIB}. 
&,6>0 
The next theorem states, loosely speaking, that the operations of “taking 
closures” and “generating operators” commute: 
THEOREM 1. Let f : Q x I?"' + .9(P) be a r-measurable multi, and suppose 
that the corresponding superposition operator Nf acts between two ideal 
spaces XcS(Q IR”) and YC S(Q, If?“). Then the multi $: J2 x Rm + Cl(P) is 
also r-measurable, the corresponding superposition operator Nf acts between 
X and Y, and the equality 
(10) NY=& 
holds. 
PROOF. Fix X~EX and yo~N3(xo), we show first that yo~N;(xo). Let @ be a 
unit in X, Y a unit in Y, and put 
g&) = {(u, u) : 2.4 E Rrn, u Ef(S, u), 
e&, u -xo(s))s l/k, eds, u -Yo(S))~ l/k) 
(k= 1,2,3, . ..). with ,Q given by (4). It is not hard to see that the multi gk : Q-L-, 
@(k m+n) is r-measurable. By Sainte-Beuve’s selection theorem [13], we may 
find sequences (x~)~ in X and (yk)k in Y such that (X&V), yk(s)) egR(s) for 
almost all s E Q, hence 
where c denotes the imbedding constant in the first inclusion in (7). Moreover, 
from yk(s) E f(s,xk(s)) it follows that yk E Nf(xk), and hence y. E &(x0), by the 
definition (8). 
Conversely, suppose that yo~Z$(xo); we have to show that yo~Nf(xo), i.e. 
ye(s) E_j(s,xO(s)) for almost all SEQ. Choose Sequences (xk)k in x and (yk)k in 
Y such that yk E Nf(xk), xk +x0, and yk + yo. By passing to subsequences, if 
necessary, we may assume that xk(s) +x0(s) and yk(s) -+ y,(s) for almost all 
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s E Q. But for these s we have then ye(s) ET@, x0(s)), which may be seen by ap- 
plying (9) to uo=xo(s), u =x&h u =y,(s), and h =yo(s) -y&). q 
We point out that the equality (10) may fail if X and Y are not ideal spaces, 
but just function spaces over some domain 52. Counterexamples may be found 
in the book [9] or in [l]. 
3. CONVEXIFICATIONS 
Given two Banach spaces X and Y and a multi-valued operator N: X --f B(Y), 
the operator No : X-r Cl Cv(Y) defined by 
(11) NO(xo) =~~Ocoly:JJEN(X), Ilx-xoIlx~c} 
is called the convexification of N. A comparison with (8) shows that 
(12) cON(xo) c N’(x,) 
for every x0 E X, where the inclusion may be strict [l]. If the operator N is 
locally compact, however, equality holds in the inclusion (12). 
In this section we shall derive a parallel result to Theorem 1 for the convex- 
ification (11) in case X and Y are ideal spaces and N= Nf is the superposition 
operator (3) generated by some r-measurable multi f. For fixed so E Q we put 
(13) f”(~o,~o)=nCO{D:OEf(S~,U),~U-~o~~&}; 
E>O 
thus, f” (so, . ) : I?” + Cl Cv(lR”) is the convexification off(so, . ) : Rm -+ 9(R”). 
As in (12), the inclusion 
(14) =&so, uo) rf” (so, uo) 
holds, and may be replaced by equality if f is locally compact. 
THEOREM 2. Let f : Q x P” + B(R”) be a r-measurable multi, and suppose 
that the corresponding superposition operator Nf acts between two ideal 
spaces XC S(Q, IR”) and YC S(f2, R”) and is locally compact. Then the multi 
f ’ : 52 x IR”’ -+ Cl Cv(R”) is also r-measurable, the corresponding superposi- 
tion operator Nfu acts between X and Y, and the equality 
(15) Nfo = Nf” 
holds. 
PROOF. Fix x0 E X and y, E Nfn (x0); we show that yog Nf” (x0) C Y. Since 
d(s) =f q (s,xo(s)) E Cp Cv(lR”) for almost all SE Q, and all measurable selec- 
tions of d belong to the space Y, the same is true for the multi @ : Q + Cp(lR”) 
defined by Q(s) = co ci d(s) (see [3]). Moreover, since @ is an infra-semiunit in 
Y, we may find a unit Y in Y with Q(s) C Y(s) for almost all SE 52 [ 111. This 
shows that Nfo (x0) G M(Y) c_ Y, by (7). 
Now, since J+,(S) EA (s) for almost all s E Q, and A (s) is a compact convex 
subset of R”, by Caratheodory’s parametrization theorem [6] we have 
II+1 n+l 
YO(‘) = J, ai(s)Yi(s)9 O s aits) s l Y JI, ai = 19 
wherey,, . . . . y, +, are measurable selections of A such that yi(S)(i= 1,2, . . . , n + 1) 
is an extremal point of d(s) for almost all SE 52. From the classical Krejn- 
Mil’man theorem [12] we conclude that yi(S) E~(.~,x~(s)). hence 
~iEN3(xo)~N3”(Xo)~M(Y)~Y (i=l,...,n+l), 
by (14). Now fix E > 0, and let /Ii : Q + Q (i = 1, . . . , n + 1) be simple functions, 
say 
Pits) =ki, yXQkCs) (Yi,/rE N09Pe N), 
such that 
& 
@ds9 [ai(s)-Pi(s)I) 4 cn + lIctyj (i=l,...,n+l), 
where c(Y) denotes the imbedding constant of M(Y) c Y. Without loss of 
generality, we may assume that ~~,~+...+~,,+l,~=p for k=l,...,q, hence 
Olpi(S)ll, 1 pi(S)= 1. 
i=l 
Putting zo(s) = /?t (s)y, (s) + *.. + /3, + I (s)y, + r (s), we conclude that 
II Yo - 20 II Y 5 d Wll Yo - zo IlM(lr) 22 E* 
Thus, instead of showing that y. = Nf” (x0) it suffices to show that 
since Nf” (x0) is closed in Y. To this end, we define on each of the sets Gk C_ Q 
(k= 1, . . . . q) functions zy’, $‘, . . . , zf’ by putting 
(k) 
21 
= . . . =&k) _ 
Y1.k - Yl’ 
$0 
y,,t+l = ‘1’ = ZIZ’, =Yz, 
WI ’ 





20(S) = C /3i(S)Yjts) = !_ i i z:(ij(s) 
i=l pj=l k=l 
implies then that z. E NJ0 (x0), by construction, and so we have proved the first 
inclusion. The inclusion 
(16) Nf” (xo) c N3” (xo) 
is somewhat easier to show. Since the right-hand side of (16) does not depend 
on Y, and the left-hand side may only become larger if we pass to a larger space 
Y, we may assume without loss of generality that Y=L(Y), where Y is some 
unit in Y (see (6)). 
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Now, the closure Nj-:X-+CI(L(Y)) of Nf is closed, by construction, and 
locally compact, by assumption, hence upper semi-continuous. We conclude 
from Theorem 1 and from (12) and (14) that 
Nf” (x0) = co Nf(X,) = co Nf(XO) c N,J(XO) = Nf 0 (x0), 
and so we are done. 0 
4. WEAKCLOSURES 
In this section we briefly discuss the problem of passing to the closure of the 
superposition operator (3) with respect to some duality between ideal spaces. 
We shall assume throughout that the measure p is atomic-free on Q and that 
,u(Q)< 00. 
Given an ideal space XC S(Q, I?), by X’ we denote the associate space to X 
which consists, by definition, of all functions x’ES(Q, Rk) for which the 
pairing 
(17) (x,x’) = S (x(0,x’(O) &(t) 
R 
is finite for all XEX; here (. , . ) denotes the usual scalar product on IT?. The 
space X’ is a closed (possibly strict) subspace of the dual space X*, and coin- 
cides with X* if X is separable. For example, Lb= L; = LPjCP_ 1j for 1 <p< 00, 
but Lb,=L,fL:. 
As usual, the notation x, - x0 means that (x,, x’) + (x0,x’> for every x’ E X’. 
Given two ideal spaces XcS(Q, I?") and YC S(Q, R”) and a multi-valued 
operator N: X-+ y(Y), the operator %:X-t Clw(Y) defined by 
(18) 
1 
%(x0) = { y. : y. E Y, there exist sequences (x~)~ in X and (JJ~)~ in 
Y such that ~k~N(~~),~~~~o,yk-yO} 
is called the (weak) closure of N. It follows from standard theorems of func- 
tional analysis that 
(19) N(xo) L &‘(xo) L $x0) L Co fi(xo) 
for any x0 E X. Since closed convex sets in Banach spaces are also weakly closed, 
it is not surprising that there is a close relation between the weak closure Nr 
and the convexification Nf” of the superposition operator (3). Theorem 3 
below makes this precise; first, however, we need two auxiliary lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Let X and Y be two ideal spaces, and let N: X -+ sl( Y) be a multi- 
valued locally compact operator. Assume that the associate space Y’ to Y is 
separable. Then 
(20) %(x0) = NO (xo), 
whenever the set %(x0) is closed and convex. 
PROOF. By (12) and (19) we have only to show that No (x0) L %(x0). Suppose 
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that there exists a function Y. EN’ (x0) which does not belong to &(x0). Since 
%(x0) is weakly closed and convex, by the (geometrical version of the) 
Hahn-Banach theorem [12] there exists a function Y~E Y’ such that 
(21) (Y-Yo,Y;1)2z;l>O (YEti(X 
Consider the ‘weak’ neighbourhood 
U,(Yo) = (Y :Y E r, (Y,YA> < (Yo3Y9 + VI 
of y,. By the definition (11) of the convexification No (x0) and the fact that 
y,eN’ (x0), we have 
U,(Y,)t-WY :yeN(x), IlX-xoll~sI +fl 
for all sufficiently small E ~0. Thus we may find sequences (x& in X and 
(Y~)~ in Y such that xk +x0 and Yk E U,(y,) n N(q). Since the operator N is 
locally compact, the sequence (Yk)k is bounded in Y, and hence contains_some 
subsequence (Yk’)k’ (by the separability of Y’) such that Yk’-‘fE u,(yc) n N(xo). 
But then 
(j-yo,y;) = <_F,Yh> - (YOYYA) 
< <yo,y;> + rl- (Yo,Yb) = ff 
contradicting (21). 0 
LEMMA 2. Let YC S(Q, IR”) be an ideal space such that Y’ is separable. Sup- 
pose that (yk)k and (&)k are sequences in Y such that yk - y and & - 9. Then 
there exists a sequence (Dk)k of sets Dk E & such that 
as k-+03. 
The proof of Lemma 2 is essentially contained in the paper [4]. 
We are now in a position to state the announced relation between convexi- 
fications and weak closures. 
THEOREM 3. Let f : Q x Rm + 9(R”) be a r-measurable multi, and suppose 
that the corresponding superposition operator Nf acts between two ideal spaces 
XC S(Q, iR”) and YC (Q, R”) and is locally compact. Assume, moreover, that 
the associate space Y’ to Y is separable. Then the equality 
(22) r;lf = NYU 
holds. 
PROOF. By Lemma 1, we have only to show that &(x0) is convex for all 
x0 E X. Since &j-(x0) is closed, it suffices in turn to show that +( Y + y? E kf(xo), 
whenever YE&(xe) and YE&(XO). Choose SeqUenCeS (x,&r (f&, (y& and 
(jjk)k such that xk+xo, I?k+xg, YkENf(Xk), ykkNJ(&), Yk-‘Y, and 7k-Y. Let 
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(jk)k be the sequence defined in Lemma 2. By the local determination of the 
superposition operator (see [2]), we have jk E Nf(.&), where 
zk = XD,xk+XQ\D,~k* 
But this implies that 
iizk - xO 11 s iixk - xO II + li2k - xO /I + O; 
consequently, +(y +y? E&(X,,) as claimed. 0 
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